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Abstract
Disengagement Party: Comic Surrealism is a visual representation of my research
into defining what I have called Comic Surrealism. For this exhibition I have utilized
multimedia sculpture, video, giclée prints, as well as performance art. To construct the
content of my artwork I combine many of the tenets of early twentieth-century Surrealist
thought, and integrate psychological, aesthetic, and ethical issues related to humor. I am
interested in the concepts of both physical and mental play, disengagements from the
seriousness of both life, and the fine art world. I am interested in absurdist humor, which
is predicated on silliness and nonsense.
Through this research I have also gained an interest in human minds’ desire to
find meaning. Much of Surrealism is based on the combinations of the disparate realities
of dreams. Since dreams are not of this world, finding meaning in them is not science, but
more akin to pareidolia. While I do feel this body of work has helped me in the quest to
better understand who I am as an individual, I am still of the conviction that meaning in
art is transient.
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Statement of the Problem
Disengagement Party: Exploring Comic Surrealism, is a visual representation of
my research into defining a new artistic genre, Comic Surrealism. I combine many of the
tenants of early twentieth-century Surrealist thought, such as automatism and free
expression, and integrate psychological, aesthetic, and ethical issues related to humor. I
am interested in the concepts of both physical and mental play, disengagements from both
the seriousness of life, and the discontent present in much of the fine arts. I have arrived at
many of my conclusions through the psychoanalyses of my actions, with the aid of the
knowledge of my personal history. This new investigation into Surrealism has its basis in
the psychology of the artist, and its relation to cynicism in mass culture. This interaction
results in a new kitsch of the absurd and ridiculous, present in contemporary cultural
icons. To illustrate my research, I have utilized multimedia sculpture, video, photography,
as well as performance art. In creating my artworks, I approach the media I use on an
individual basis, I firmly believe the media should fit the subject matter, not the opposite;
this is why I choose to work with a wide variety of media.
We live in a society of online cat videos and The Daily Show, humor has become
the vernacular language of twenty-first century western society. The art I make, on its
most basic level, is entertainment; this is the vehicle that can be used to communicate deep
or tragic ideas with the posture of a pratfall. I wish to figuratively hold up a mirror to
society with the words, “I’m with stupid,” painted on it.
I am interested in the cute, the absurd, and the ridiculousness of objects and
situations. Much of this inspiration and aesthetic comes from my childhood exposure to
the work of Jim Henson and his contemporaries. Apparent nonsense with underlying
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discourse can be a reflection of childhood obsessions and the child-like obsessions of
adulthood; I believe this regression is ingrained into the human experience. Like Henson,
my work aims to create a cycle of sophistication and de-sophistication. Nonsense bears the
stamp of paradox. The two sides of the paradox are order and disorder. Order is generally
created by language, disorder by reference. The essential factor in my work is their
peculiar interplay.
Like the early twentieth century Surrealists, I arrive at the conceptions for my
artworks through a seemingly random lightning strike of visual inspiration, and the mental
interplay that follows. I rarely, if ever begin with a focus on meaning or concept. This
automatism is later augmented through a system psychoanalysis to aid in the formation of
aesthetics and understanding of meaning and/or influence. This interplay is a form of ‘free
expression.’ The Surrealists found beauty in that dreams and daydreams are unique, and
specific to the individual. They saw the dream world to be the intersection of the
subconscious and its relationship to the external world. The imagery was born first, almost
through chance, and then the search for meaning through the analysis of the imagery using
the artist’s psyche as a codex came second. Therefore, inherent meaning in Surrealism
may be considered transient. Once the work is presented to an audience, it becomes a
dream to be consumed by the viewer. The viewer brings with them their own set of
associations and experiences in the analysis of the imagery, that dream may become one
of their own. The meaning of a work will always evolve, it is completely dependent on its
current context in time, and the personal associations of the viewer. The only part of the
work that is semi-permanent is the moment of inspiration in which it was realized by the
artist, and perhaps the image itself.
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Humor is of the upmost importance in my work. For me to fully understand why
this is so, I have been forced to examine my subconscious motives. Mark Twain once
remarked, “The secret source of humor is not joy, but sorrow.” I, like many others, often
feel disenfranchised in love. Humor is a shield, a false façade to gain acceptance in
society; it is part of a self-image we create as a coping mechanism. Humorous selfdeprecation is cathartic, because of the way in which we can air our inner desires to the
rest of society, and have them met with open arms and relatability instead of discomfort.
Humor is also one of the oldest forms of political and societal discourse. Since the time of
the Ancient Greeks, humor has been used as a tool to challenge societal norms, and
oppression. Even today, it can be argued, the most biting social commentary comes from
comedians rather than philosophers. In many ways the present day comedian has taken up
the mantle of the philosopher of antiquity.
Humor is the main demarcation between Comic Surrealism and the rest of the
Surrealist genre. Many of the early Surrealists were preoccupied with violence and
paranoia; some art historians have concluded this is probably due to their reaction to
World War I. My generation has no great war; we only have a media disseminated war,
which exists in the time slot between Americas Funniest Home Videos and the latest,
soon-to-be canceled sitcom. A basic palatability is important in my artistic practice. Art
does not need to be a transparent vehicle for our discontents. And frankly, I have trouble
understanding why most everyone else in the art world is so serious all the time. I am of
the conviction that art should serve a greater ethical purpose, a lifting of the human spirit,
as well as of the intellectual mind. Tragedy and discontent foster an attitude toward life
based on negative emotions, and comedy fosters a non-emotional, playful attitude. If
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objects or performances can have a direct positive effect on the viewer, I believe then that
they should have a responsibility to do so.
In art and life seriousness is the norm, non-serious play is a luxury.
We are serious and humor is a disengagement. Comic Surrealism is interested in the
psychological betterment of both its artists and its viewers. It is a catharsis in both action
and product. However, it operates on a paradox, its practitioners must be completely
serious about not being serious.

Review of Literature / Influences
Introduction
Upon arrival to graduate school, I was informed that I might be asked
to teach a sculpture class in the future. For the previous fifteen years my focus had
been solely with glass, I needed to expand my practice if I was going to feel
competent teaching sculpture. While researching bronze casting, I combined a cast of
my nose with a slice of pepperoni pizza. This was a moment of profound clarity.
Throughout my life I had created this sort of humorous surrealist imagery, mainly for
my own amusement, but until that moment, I had never considered it as a source of
fine art. The resulting sculpture, Gaudium (Latin, roughly translating to joy and
happiness), was a breakthrough for me.
Comic Surrealism is my true artistic voice. Through its practice, I believe I
have found an authenticity specific to my individuality and my relationship with the
world. In Disengagement Party: Comic Surrealism, I am beginning to explore the
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possibilities of a rejecting of seriousness, and embracing cynicism, absurdism, and
play.
Surrealism is narcissistic, it is a manifestation of the subconscious of the artist.
Postmodern theory suggests that we a conglomerations of our experiences. Some
postmodernist may even go as for to say that there are no new ideas, just
appropriations of past cultural tropes. That may be true, but I feel it is defeatist. We
may be products of our environments, but we are also individuals. No two people
experience life in the same way. Isaac Newton said, “If I have seen further than
others, it is because I have stood on the shoulders of giants.” That does echo
postmodernism, but it is also important to point out, those giants did not invent
Newtonian Physics and Trigonometry, he did.
Modern and Contemporary Art thrive on new ideas, innovation and
originality. Individuality is synonymous with originality. No two minds are alike, and
if one can express that uniqueness, then that results in good art in my opinion.
Surrealism is meant to be a raw expression of the mind. The dream world, which it
capitalizes on, may be the purest form of self-expression.
In creating this body of work I have had to confront and understand who I am
as an individual, and why I do the things that I do. I have concluded that much of who
I am stems from a childhood in the theater. I think I became to associate performance
and attention with love and affection. As an adult I have suffered from depression
and low self-esteem. By creating art I am perhaps attempting to draw attention to
myself and abilities, in a subconscious plea to buy the acceptance of my peers. I
believe I have combined humor and art into one force to achieve these ends.
5

However, I also believe in a greater ethical purpose for art beyond myself. Art
and humor can be uplifting; there are actually positive physical and chemical changes
in the body when viewing the two. Comedic art is a catharsis for the artist as well as
the viewer. I can relate this attitude and many of my aesthetics to the work of Jim
Henson. As a child I was obsessed with The Muppets and nearly everything else
Henson created. I have concluded this is probably where my propensity to use kitchy
food, cute animals, and other “lowbrow” imagery in my art comes from.
When approaching High Art I had always felt lost. I never understood why it
had to be so serious. If we look at it at face value, it seems absolutely absurd to assign
so much cultural value to something like someone’s pencil drawing. Perhaps it is
because some might say a work of art can speak truth better than words. Humor also
speaks truth, and it does so with levity. Through Comic Surrealism I am investigating
the philosophies of the Surrealist’s, while questioning if contemporary art needs to
be serious to be taken seriously.

Humor
Author E. B. White once wrote for The New Yorker: “Humor can be dissected,
much as a frog can, but the thing dies in the process and the innards are discouraging to
any but the pure scientific mind... [humor] won't stand much poking. It has a certain
fragility, an evasiveness which one had best respect.”1 Most would agree with this
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Mike Sacks. Poking a Dead Frog: Conversations with Today’s Top Comedy Writers.
(New York, NY: Penguin Books: 2014), xvii.
6

sentiment, however to fully understand Comic Surrealism it is important to examine the
vocabulary and the historical, psychological, aesthetic, and ethical issues related to humor.

John Morreall
Comedic Theory
The research of humor historian and theorist, John Morreall, has been integral in
developing my current body of work. Morreall is a founder of the International Society for
Humor Studies and was elected its President for 2004–2005. He is on the board
of Humor: International Journal of Humor Research, and was its Review Editor from
1988 to 1999. Through his research, I have been made to better understand the history of
humor and how it fits into our contemporary society.
In his book, Comic Relief: A Comprehensive Philosophy of Humor, John Morreall
outlines the three main established comedic theories: Superiority Theory, Relief Theory,
and Incongruity Theory, the oldest of these three being Superiority Theory. He states, that
with all the ways in which laughter and humor involve the loss of self-control and the
breaking of social rules, it is not surprising that most societies have been suspicious of
them and have often rejected them. This rejection is clear in two great sources of Western
Culture: Greek philosophy and the Judeo-Christian Bible.2
In the Bible, ridicule is often offensive enough to carry the death penalty, as
when a group of children laugh at the prophet Elisha for being bald:
He went up from there to Bethel and, as he was on his way, some small boys
came out of the city and jeered at him, saying, “Get along with you, bald head,
get along.” He turned round and looked at them and he cursed then in the

John Morreall. Comic Relief A Compressive Philosophy of Humor. (Malden, MA: Wiley
–Blackwell, 2009), 4.
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name of the lord; and two she-bears came out of the wood and mauled fortytwo of them.3

Laughter was associated with aggression by Greek and early Christian thinkers, they
believed laughter to be an expression of feelings of superiority. Philosophers at the
time could not imagine the comic not coming at another individual’s expense. Apart
from this moral objection, many monastic traditions, as well as the Puritans saw
laughter and smiling as a loss of self-discipline and harmony, incompatible with the
“sobriety” of good Christians; in fact, when the Puritans came to rule England under
Cromwell, they outlawed comedy.
Superiority Theory was the only widely circulated humor theory until the
Enlightenment in the eighteenth century; proponents of humor began to argue
against its claims of comedy being an anti-social practice. It was clear to philosophers
that new models were needed to explain the comic impulse, the next to arise were
the Relief Theory and Incongruity Theory. As with Superiority Theory, these are
terms of art and not names adopted by thinkers consciously participating in
traditions.4
In the eighteenth century, Relief Theory arose alongside Incongruity Theory
to depose Superiority. Its focus on the physical phenomenon of laughter, especially
its relation to the nervous system, is something that was missing from its competing
theories. At the time of the theory’s inception, its was known that nerves were
connected to the brain and operated the sensory organs, but they were not known as
the carriers of electro-chemical impulses that they are today, they were instead
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Kings 2:23.
Morreall, 9.
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thought to be a system of small tubes that carried liquids known as “animal spirits.”5
In the first versions of Relief Theory, it was thought that this liquid would build up
pressure in the system, much like steam, and this build up of emotional energy in
turn would need to be released. Much like a steam boiler needs a pressure release
valve, the nervous system needed a way to dispose of its pent up energies. This
release could take the form of laughter or fighting or crying. To illustrate this further,
Morreall sites a poem by Harry Graham:
I had written to Aunt Maud
Who was on a trip abroad
When I heard she’d died of cramp,
Just too late to save the stamp.6

Until the last word, the reader’s feeling tend toward pity for the nephew’s loss. But
the last word makes us reinterpret everything, shifting our thoughts from the
grieving nephew to an insensitive cheapskate. The nervous energy of our emotions
for the grieving nephew is now pointless and is vented as humorous amusement or
laughter. This reduces humor to a bodily function, something more akin to farting.
The situation presented in the poem above is known as a “descending incongruity;” it
shifts our thinking from something serious to something seemingly insignificant.
Sigmund Freud reworked Relief Theory to include links to the subconscious
and related it to pent up aggression and lust. In his book, Jokes and Their Relation to
the Unconscious, Freud claims that laughter releases energy that was summoned for a
psychological task, but then became unnecessary when the task was abandoned.
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Ibid., 16.
Ibid., 17.
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According to Freud, most prepared jokes and witty remarks are about sex or
hostility, because those are the big urges which society forces us to repress.7 In
telling and listening to a sexual joke, or a joke that belittles an individual or group, we
override our internal censor, expressing our repressed libido or hostility. The now
superfluous energy summoned to repress those urges is then released as laughter.8
Morreall states:
Clearly there is a connection between at least some laughter and the
expenditure of energy. Hearty laughter involves several areas of the brain
and nervous system, and muscle groups. People often describe a bout of
hearty laughter as having a cathartic effect, much as exercise does. Dr.
William Fry estimates that twenty seconds of hearty laughter gives the heart
and lungs a workout equivalent to three minutes on a rowing machine.9

Even if the above is true, it does not prove that the energy released is the product of
suppressed emotional energies. Freud says that the energy being released is not the
actual suppressed emotions, but the energy used to contain them. If this is to be true,
then those that laugh the hardest at aggressive and sexual humor will be those who
normally suppress those feelings the most. But as experiments by Hans Jurgen
Eysenck showed, it is people who usually give free rein to their hostile and sexual
feelings, not those who repress them, who enjoy aggressive and sexual humor
more.10 Just as with Superiority Theory, Relief has its truths mixed with its problems.
Incongruity Theory is now the most widely excepted theory of humor. This
was the approach taken by philosophers and psychologists such as, James Beattie,
Immanuel Kant, Søren Kierkegaard, and Arthur Schopenhauer, among others. It
Ibid., 18.
Ibid., 18.
9 Ibid., 19.
10 Ibid., 21.
7
8
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states that humor arises from the perception of something that is apart from the
norm of regular and reasonable expectations. The Merriam Webster Dictionary
characterizes the word “incongruous” as things that are “characterized by a lack of
harmony, consistency, or compatibility with one another.”11 The core concept in this
theory is based on the fact that human experience works with learned patterns. What
we have experienced in the past prepares us to deal with what we will experience in
the future. Most of the time our experiences follow a predictable pattern, the future
turns out like the past. When we experience an incongruous event we are disengaged
from our expectations. Humor is a disengagement.
However, there is a problem with certain versions of Incongruity Theory. A
simple perception of something apart from the norm is not sufficient for humor.
Negative emotions such as fear, disgust and anger are also reactions to what violates
our mental patterns and expectations. Seeing a friend suddenly hit by a car can be
incongruous but not funny. Incongruity may also only evoke puzzlement. To properly
explain the comic impulse, we will need to look at the psychology of the mind in
relation to play.

Disengagement and Play
Morreall argues that humorous amusement is in fact not an emotion. While
emotions prompt us to fight, flee, mate, nurture, or take action in the face of danger
or opportunity, amusement is idle. A system of desires must be in place for an
emotion to occur. Emotions typically have four components: (1) Beliefs and desires
11

Merriam-Webster, “incongruous.”
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cause (2) physiological changes, which together motivate (3) adaptive actions. The
person’s (4) sensations of those physiological changes as the “feelings” in emotions.12
For something to be considered funny, practical and emotional concerns must be
temporarily suspended. As Henri Bergson put it, humor requires a “momentary
anesthesia of the heart.”13
Emotions are serious; they are focused on what can be gained or lost, we are
motivated to take action. When we are afraid or angry, we enter our fight or flight
response. When we are amused we may fall down and wet our pants – we are
disengaged.
Emotions are in the brain’s limbic system, and humor is centered in the more
rational cerebral cortex. Emotions are automatic functions developed for
survival; humor, on the other hand, needs active cognitive investigation to
exist. Laughter reduces heart rate, blood pressure, muscle tension, and stress
chemicals (epinephrine, norepinephrine, cortisol, dopac) in the blood, which
increase with fear and anger. 14

While negative emotions suppress the activity of the immune system,
laughter enhances it.
To understand how this happens we need to examine the cognitive pattern
that leads the shift from serious mode to play mode, allowing us to relax and enjoy
the comic item. This is the basic cognitive pattern:
1. We experience a cognitive shift- a rapid change in our perceptions or
thoughts
2. We are in play mode rather than serious mode, a disengagement from
conceptual and practical concerns
3. Instead of responding to the cognitive shift with shock, confusion,
puzzlement, fear, anger, or other negative emotions, we enjoy it.

Ibid., 28.
Henri Bergson, Laughter. in The Philosophy of Laughter and Humor. (Albany, NY:
State Univeristy of New York Press, 1987), 118.
14 Ibid., 66.
12
13
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4. Our pleasure at the cognitive shift is expressed in laughter, which signals to
others that they can relax and play too.15

This system speaks to the hypothesis that laughter evolved as a play signal. In
humans, as well as primates, body language and facial expressions are
communicative cues to the rest of the social group that convey our current attitudes.
If one starts a story with “have you heard the one about…” it can be assumed the
individual is about to tell a joke, this is a play signal. If these play signals are
eliminated, humor and other types of play can be easily misunderstood. Morreall
points to the example of Andy Kaufman. Kaufman crowned himself “Inter-Gender
Wrestling Champion of the World,” and bragged that he could “defeat any woman
alive.” Kaufman’s fame as a comedian on Saturday Night Live was not enough of a
play signal for many of his audience, and so, in several cities, angry women came
forward intent not only just pinning him for the $1000 prize, but on hurting him.16
Play signals communicate to the rest of the group that there is no immediate danger.
In play, ordinary conventions about what may be said and done are suspended, and
we give humorists, novelists and dramatist’s considerable freedom from linguistic
rules about sincerity and truth, rules of etiquette, and societal mores. This license
often will lead to moral questions about humor and art.17
The Value of Comedy Verses Tragedy: Why is humor important to art and
society?

Ibid., 50.
Ibid., 37.
17 Ibid., 71.
15
16
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The concept of comedy came from the ancient Greeks. Since comedy’s
inception, philosophers have been evaluating its worth in comparison to tragedy, and
intellectuals usually deemed tragedy superior. Comedy is considered “light” and
inconsequential, while tragedy is considered “heavy,” and more important. Those
who accept this point of view seldom ask why comedy has been created in profusion
by nearly all cultures, while only European culture has produced tragedy.18
Emotions are practical, they are engaged with what is Real / Here / Now / Me,
while in amusement we are disengaged and play with what we experience. Since
tragedy fosters an attitude toward life based on negative emotions, and comedy
offers a non-emotional playful attitude, one way we can evaluate these two genres is
by comparing these values.
In the ancient world, societies were tribal, and individuals depended on their
leaders for survival; group hunting and tribal warfare were common. Good soldiers
and leaders were valued above all else. This set up a system of patriarchal and
militaristic values. Over the course of history, militaristic tribalism, in its modern
form – nationalism – has annihilated hundreds of millions of people and threatened
to destroy the planet in nuclear war. While that militaristic tribalism may have been
helpful in keeping societies operating in the ancient world, it also was a vehicle of
oppression to many.
Even in ancient Greece people questioned the merits of tribalism. Comedies
were invented as a way to counterbalance tragedy. The great dramatists wrote both
comedy and tragedy. To submit a tragic trilogy for a festival, playwrights had to
18

Ibid., 75.
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include a Satyr play to be performed at the end for comic relief.19 Satyr plays
satirized mythic heroes. For example, Lysistrata, written by Aristophanes, is one of
the oldest examples of composed comedy, and mocked tribal militarism and
patriarchy. In the play, the women hold a sex strike to end the constant fighting
between the men of opposing city-states.
Lysistrata was a cognitive disengagement for the Greeks. In a time of rampant
tribalism it offered a new attitude toward society, which was made more palatable by
its levity. The Greeks and Shakespeare realized the comic is not a “time out” from the
real world, but it is a vehicle that provides another prospective on that world. And
that other perspective is no less valuable than the tragic perspective. Comedy
expresses a stubborn refusal to give into tragedy.20 The impact of Aristophanes can
be seen nightly in contemporary society, perpetuated by satirical news programs and
stand-up comedians.
By fostering a playful attitude toward new and unusual experiences in early
humans, humor eventually promoted several intellectual virtues, one of them being
open mindedness. Even today, people who are not open to new information and
perspectives, not only perceive themselves as not humorous, and even need more
time to recognize something as an instance of humor. Open mindedness to new
experiences also makes people more adaptable to change and accepting of what we
now call diversity.21 Comedy is an intellectual system that thrives in the questions: is
it clear? is it coherent? is it credible? Both philosophy and comic art thrive on the
Ibid., 78.
Ibid., 119.
21 Ibid., 112.
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“no” answers to these questions. Both comics and philosophers think critically. They
encourage us to be honest with ourselves, and to reject rationalization and lazy
conformism. They pay careful attention to words, their meanings and their uses.22

Humor in the Visual Arts
Humor in the liberal arts may have had its beginnings with Aristophanes, but
humor in the visual arts has not been given much attention by historians until the
recent era. Speculating as to why humor has not been discussed much within the art
world by art critics, historians, and curators, author Sheri Klein concludes that
perhaps this is because most art is not humorous; the typical themes of artworks
have rather been allegory, religion, landscape, still life, and portraiture. Secondly,
images that most people associate with being humorous would probably fall into the
category of popular culture, such as Sunday funnies, calendars, cartoons, greetings
cards postcards, and kitsch, nostalgic, sentimental or fun novelty objects.23 These
items have been typically categorized as low culture by the critical establishment.
Herein lies a paradox. How can humor be a vehicle for forward thinking and still be
considered low culture by the establishment? Perhaps the establishment is not
forward thinking.
Further complicating things is the venues in which visual arts are displayed.
Art museums and galleries are serious spaces with high dollar amounts attached to
them. The social mores and conduct associated with being in such spaces does have
an impact on how people behave in front of art, and ultimately may affect their
22
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responses to art with laughter. Another assumption about art is that it is intellectual
and therefore requires an intellectual and measured response, rather than that of
humorous amusement.24 However, since the 1980s the critical establishment has
begun to write about humor and art in mainstream journals, and major curated
exhibitions have also been taking place.
Humor theories such as Superiority, Relief, and Incongruity aim to answer
the questions of why we laugh and why we make jokes, but it is also important to
distinguish between the major kinds of humor associated with art; the different
genres, such as: satire, parody, pun, irony, dark humor and paradox. It will be
important to define these concepts to better understand my current body of work,
and how humor relates to Surrealism.
“Satire asks us to pay attention to social norms, standards, morals, and
human foibles. The visual satirist mimics the knowledge and behavior of a culture or
group to overemphasize and exaggerate aspects of life and its foibles with the hope
of provoking laughter or a change of attitude or ways. Satire Mocks art and life with
more of a bite than parody.“25 Satire may include caricature as well as political
and/or social humor.
Parody is one of the most common forms of humor found in contemporary
art. We can witness endless parodies through the appropriations of famous
artworks and popular culture images. Some of the most parodied artworks in the
history of art include the Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci, The Scream by Edvard
Munch and Van Gogh’s Sunflowers. The appropriation of icons gives artists a vehicle
24
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to critique images once thought to be permanent and idealized. Parody allows for a
respectful exploitation of artworks with a twist of novelty, layering static images
with new layers of meaning.
“The pun may be explained primarily by the Incongruity Theory. A visual pun
can be described as an image with two or more concurrent meanings resulting in
the understanding of images in more than one level. A pun can be metaphoric or
illusionist and often contains sayings or phrases that are part of the vernacular
culture.”26
“Irony is enabled by using words or combinations of words and images to
express something completely different from the literal meaning of the word or
object. The purpose of irony in art is to awaken our capacity to see subtle
contradictions in images or language so that we may ‘read between the lines’ and
not take everything at face value.”27
“Dark humor relies on the effect of morbidity, absurdity and anarchy. While
dark humor is mostly associated with film and literature, it has found its way into
visual art. Often overlapping with parody and satire, dark humor confronts topics
such as death, chaos, violence, disasters and personal crises.”28
“Paradox is incongruity achieved through the juxtaposition of images, words
and images, techniques, media and/or ideas, and at first they can seem false, but
then we see the contradictions made apparent and the revealing of something
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true.”29 Surrealism promotes paradox. Many surrealist images elude logic and
reasoning, they are not bound to this world, but to the world of dreams. “The
purpose of paradox is to promote fantasy, recognize the beauty in absurdity, and
perhaps be more accepting of a contradictory universe.”30 However, according to
psychologist Thomas Schultz, at the age of seven, we require not just incongruity to
be amused but the resolution of that incongruity. “Mature humor requires the fitting
of the apparently anomalous element into some conceptual schema. Schultz is
unwilling to call unresolvable incongruity ‘humorous,’ he calls it ‘nonsense.’”31 This
statement seems to be at odds with the tenants of Surrealism, an apparent paradox
of the paradox. I feel this reinforces my claim that specific meaning in Surrealist
images is transient. The mind wants to make sense of the nonsensical, this is known
as Absurdism.

Twentieth-Century Art Movements that Dealt with Humor
A careful look at art history reveals that some art historical periods and
movements contain a large number of examples of visual incongruities associated
with parody, pun, satire, paradox and irony. Sheri Klein enumerates these
twentieth-century art movements to include Dada, Surrealism, California Funk,
Chicago Imagists, Fluxus, Pop Art, Neo-Pop and Pop Surrealism.32
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Surrealism
The Surrealists were interested in the play of the mind. They carried forward the
Dada conviction that the value of creative activity lies in the doing, in the act of
making, rather than the aesthetic significance of the thing made.33 Surrealism
sought to combine two desperate realities, our experience of the everyday, and that
of the unconscious, their combination was seen as a new wellspring for creativity. In
rejecting the status quo of reality, the Surrealists opened the door to a new realm of
absurdity and association, and shook off the veneer of an overly sophisticated
society. “Being a Surrealist means being in a constant state of receptivity and
attentiveness to those chance occurrences in which objects, scenes and mental
associations communicate themselves with more intensity than at ordinary
moments.”34
Dream is commonly considered the peak of the unconscious mind’s
experience, and a resource for the conscious analysis of that experience. Many of the
Surrealists looked to the writings of Sigmund Freud for a compass. However, as the
Surrealists appropriated Freudian Psychoanalysis, many showed relatively little
regard for any distinction between it and other areas of research that had currency
in late nineteenth century psychology, but today might be regarded with suspicion,
managing to combine their study of Freud with equal passion for hypnosis and
mediumistic phenomena states of possession and so on.35
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Surrealism began as a movement in literature and its practitioners
approached their medium with a method called Automatic Writing. In this
automatism, the writer begins to write with no preconceived plan or objective, the
result being a pure stream of consciousness on the page. The father of Surrealism,
André Breton, described the process as, openness to whatever might come. Free
expression and association reigned supreme. Humor, in the form of puns and word
games were prevalent in many of the works. Breton had remarked in 1922: “Let it
be quite understood that when we say ‘word games,’ it is our surest reason for living
that are being put into play. Words, furthermore, have finished playing games.
Words are making love.”36
As the Surrealist movement and its beginnings in the field of writing, it is only
natural that the verbal played a predominate role in its visual arts that came soon
after, both in the creation of the artworks and their reception. This may also account
for some of the literalism that attaches to the images of painters like Magritte. A
prime example of this is Magritte’s, The Treachery of Images (figure 1), a painting that
depicts a pipe and the text ”Ceci n’est pas une pipe” (this is not a pipe). This painting
presents the viewer with a paradox, the image is that of a pipe, but in fact it is not a
pipe, it is merely a representation of the image of a pipe. Here the play of the mind is
activated in a very overt way. Magritte uses humor in the form of incongruity,
paradox, and pun to engage the mind.
Since the imagery created in Surrealism is not entirely of this world, there is
an inherent problem with using the genre as a method of communication. The codex
36
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for analysis of the imagery lays in its artist’s subconscious, a realm not easily probed
by outsiders. Freud, and other practitioners of psychoanalysis have attempted to
create a colloquial method for finding meaning, but history has proved that this is not
a science, but mostly personal projections of meaning from the viewer. In Surrealism
things do not have to make sense. A favorite quote used by many Surrealists was “As
beautiful as the chance encounter of a sewing machine and an umbrella on a
dissection table.”37 Multiple viewpoints and meanings may exist at the same time.
The Surrealist Louis Aragon vehemently stated; “Everything one thinks exists.”38
Interpretations of surrealist imagery are apparently dependent on the minds
of the artists. If a colloquial codex does not exist, then to appreciate these works of
art we must look back to the idea of Romanticism. In Romanticism, the artist feels
something personal and then attempts to convey that feeling to an audience. It is
more art of the individual rather than art of a society. Breton recognized this, stating,
“We are, the tail of Romanticism, but how prehensile!”39
The personal experiences of the Parisian Surrealists weighed heavy on the
themes and types of imagery they chose to use in their art. Many of the early
surrealist works focused heavily on themes of violence and paranoia, theorists have
concluded this is probably due to the artist’s experiences with World War I. Caws
also points out that because of the First world War, post-war Paris became the center
of some of the “most exciting intellectual and social developments of the day.”
However with the outbreak of World War II, Surrealism entered what she calls, “The
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Epilogue Period.” Surrealism ceased to exist as it once had, many of its practitioners
sought exile in the United States, and the momentum of the movement was lost.40
There have been many artists that have revisited the genre’s ideas since its
Epilogue Period. Some have argued that Abstract Expressionism was in fact Abstract
Surrealism. The romanticism and automatism of artists such as Pollock and
DeKooning share many of the markings of surrealist thought and process.

Pop Surrealism
It may be tempting to describe the work in Disengagement Party: Comic
Surrealism as Pop Surrealism, as many of the works combine Pop imagery with
Surrealism. However a movement has already donned that moniker. Pop Surrealism
differs from Comic Surrealism in its themes and subject matter. Kristen Anderson
describes Pop Surrealism as; “An amalgamation of so many things: tattoo, graffiti,
retro culture, cartoons, etc., all so mashed up and used to create something that
transcended its mere visual appeal, […] Something that spoke profoundly about
using pop cultures castoff detritus to create something meaningful and beautiful.”41
If Breton is the father of Surrealism, Ed “Big Daddy” Roth is the father of its pop subgenre. Roth is known for his disheveled Rat Fink caricature (figure 2), often drawn
with bulging eyes and wind caught eyelids as the character rides a 1950’s hot rod.
Pop Surrealism’s artists have taken their influences from the pop culture of
the 1950’s. One of the largest influences being the horror genre Comics printed by
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E.C. Comics. Dr. Frederick Wertham, whose influential book, Seduction of the
Innocent, blamed these comics for causing deviant antisocial behavior and juvenile
delinquency. Public outrage led to the establishment of the Comic Code, effectively
banning comics of the horror genre. E.C. Comics influenced MAD Magazine, which
indoctrinated an entire generation in the fundamental principle of art in the service
of degenerate discourse.42
Robert Williams, a Pop Surrealist artist describes his genre:
I belong to a rather loose-knit group of artists that, because of a fifty-year
dominance of abstract and conceptual art, have been left isolated from the
more conventional academic mainstream. All of us, with few exceptions,
function in the craftsmanship-based realm of representational art. We
spawn from story illustration, comic book art, science fiction, movie poster
art, motion picture production and effects, animation, music art and posters,
psychedelic and punk rock art, hot rod and biker art, surfer, beach bum, and
skateboard graphics, graffiti art, tattoo art, pin-up art, pornography and a
myriad other common place egalitarian forms. And [sic] all are simply
dismissed and treated with condescension by the formal art authorities.43

Pop Surrealism, like Comic Surrealism likes to focus on lowbrow items in
culture. Carlo McCormick states in an essay titled, Notes on the Underground,
that there is a substantial difference in meaning between the adjective and the noun
that inverse of highbrow can connote.
Lowbrow is inherently an oppositional with the dominant discourse of fine
art – it is everything that highbrow is not. When one thinks of highbrow as
an adjective, signifying the high cultured and intellectual, one can
understand why some might respond to the lowbrow nomenclature
negatively. If, however, one can accept it as a noun, whereas we are talking
rather of one who affects this “pretense of learning and cultural
sophistication, we have in fact something much closer to the veritable enemy
of our shared aesthetic margins.”44
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Pop Surrealism is a loose genre. McCormick concludes, Perhaps the reason
there hasn’t been a manifesto is precisely because there is no one manifestation.
“This is populism in its most pluralist form, it is not a discourse- it is a riot. And no
matter how polite we keep things in the halls of culture, let us at least admit that we
like out art to be uncivil, irascible, voyeuristic and narcissistic.”45

Absurdism
Surrealism promotes paradox. Many surrealist images elude logic and
reasoning, they are not bound to this world, but to the world of dreams. As
mentioned earlier, studies have shown by the age of seven the human mind needs
some sort of resolution of an incongruity to find it humorous. Since Surrealism
creates new realities that are not necessarily subject to the laws of nature, there is a
paradox. Only the artist can truly guess what the meaning of a dream is, and even
when a conclusion is made, it is still just a best guess. It may be nothing but a chance
encounter of a sewing machine and an umbrella on a dissection table.
It is human nature to try to assign meaning to chaos. When we see things in
patterns that aren’t really there it is called pareidolia. A prime example of this is
seeing the man in the moon. When we assign meaning to things that have no absolute
inherent meaning, in philosophy it is known as absurdism. Absurdist humor is
predicated on the illogical. The bizarre juxtapositions in Surrealism are jarring, but
they are meant to be so. Much of the imagery is and was created in an attempt to
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undermine the artistic establishment, and as a result much of the art seems
intentionally amusing.

Artistic Influences
Jim Henson
After analyzing where my current artistic practice has brought me, I now
think I can trace much of my aesthetics and interests back to my childhood exposure
to the work of Jim Henson. As a child I watched reruns of The Muppet Show and
movies obsessively, and I believe as an adult I have inadvertently adopted much of
Henson’s absurd humor, passion for the surreal, and method of cultural critique.
The Muppets have become such a recognizable cultural phenomenon, I will
use haste in describing them. Muppet is itself a portmanteau, a combination of the
words puppet and moppet (a moppet is a small endearingly sweet child). They consist
of talking frogs, pigs, food, monsters, gonzos, and whatevers. The Muppets inhabit
the same reality as humans, their anthropomorphic qualities serves them to go
unnoticed as fur and fleece covered puppets in a world of flesh, concrete, and steal. In
the Muppet productions, actors treat the Muppets as if they are real members of
society, not puppets or objects. The viewer is quick to see them as distinct
personalities, easily excepting of this new surreal world where talking vegetables
walk among us (figure 3).
The Muppets routinely embraced absurdity, irrationality, and foolishness.
These aesthetics of nonsense contributed to the shows popular appeal with both
children and adults alike. Essayist Michelle Ann Abate attributes the shows success
26

to a long-standing Anglo-American tradition of nonsense. She claims that during The
Age of Reason, in the eighteenth century, excessive logic, order, and rationality
permeated culture in both Britain and America. This had an unintentional side-effect.
People began to reject logic and order. There was a newfound literary interest in
nonsense. This gave rise to the popularity of poems like “Hey Diddle Diddle,” “Yankee
Doodle,” as well as books like Louis Carol’s “Alice in Wonderland” and “Through the
Looking Glass.”
The Muppet Show participates in this long-standing literary and cultural
phenomenon of nonsense, and in doing so, it demonstrates the importance of
taking silliness seriously. This seemingly innocuous entertainment style
routinely embeds powerful social, cultural and political commentary. Given
the way in which nonsense resists and even openly rejects elements of logic
and linearity, it opens up the possibility for unconventional artistic forms,
innovative aesthetic styles, and irreverent – often subversive cultural
interpretations.46

The Muppet Show originally aired between 1976 and 1981, a tumultuous time
in America. The nation had just gone through Watergate scandal, there was a
domestic oil shortage, an economic recession, a hostage crisis, and the nation was
reeling over civil rights issues. Nonsense emerged as a potent artistic style and
relevant mode of social discourse. Henson, and his fellow writers were able to
satirize and explore many of these issues, somewhat covertly, with sketches. This
was around the same time Saturday Night Live was gaining traction as a source of
discourse in popular culture. Weekend Update and Muppet News Flash
simultaneously began satirizing current events, a practice that would eventually
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reach its height in the 2000’s with The Daily Show and The Colbert Report. There are
many parallels between The Muppet Show and Saturday Night Live, but perhaps The
Muppet Show’s fuzzy exterior helped mask any sort of overt political agenda. As
Christopher Finch wrote, Henson’s production “confronts us with a universe of
generally benign absurdity.”47
Much like in my humor, Henson did not always have an agenda. He had no
problem presenting absurdity for absurdities sake. In the first episode of The Muppet
Show, the master of ceremonies, Kermit the Frog, turns to the camera as he drinks a
glass of milk through a straw, “Think about this folks.” he says and then he presents
“resident artist” Gonzo the Great, who then begins to attempt to eat a rubber tire
while the song “Flight of the Bumble Bee” plays in the background.48 This is my
oeuvre.

Harmony Korine
Harmony Korine is an American avant-garde filmmaker, author, and visual
artist. I believe Korine’s work to be very much in line with Comic Surrealism. I have
concluded the way in which he conceives his art, as well as his approach to narrative,
meaning, and the comic qualifies him as a Surrealist. I feel the biggest demarcation
between our interests is he finds beauty in the absurdity of people, while I find it in
objects. Mr. Korine is not interested in conveying any sort of hidden meaning in his
art. Instead, he is much more interested in blurring the lines between what is real
Ibid., 598.
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and what is scripted. “Meaning” to Korine is a literary construct, having very little
bearing on real life. He approaches his art more like a dark comedian than a
dramatist. Absurdity is central to Korine’s work.
Korine’s directorial debut was Gummo (1997).
Xenia, Ohio. Xenia, Ohio. A few years ago a tornado hit this place. It killed the
people left and right. Dogs died. Cats Died. Houses were split open and you
could see necklaces hanging from trees. People’s legs and neck bones were
stickin’ out. Oliver found a leg on his roof. A lot of people’s fathers died and
were killed by the great tornado. I saw a girl flying through the sky and I
looked up her skirt. The school was smashed and some kids died. My
neighbor was killed in half. He used to ride dirt bikes and his three-wheelers.
They never found his head. I always thought that was funny. People died in
Xenia. Before dad died he got a bad case of the diabetes.49

This is the voice over that prefaces Gummo, told by Solomon, “Who looks like no
other boy in the world… He almost looks like a cartoon character. When you look at
him, it’s hard to believe he is a real person,” wrote Korine.50 Korine introduces a
place where the fictitious and the actual bleed together. The cast is largely made up
of locals and semi-professional actors. Scenarios, dialog, and framing all appear, to
some degree found. An atmosphere of foreboding banality is layered into the
landscape. Stories bubble up to the surface anecdotally, as if by accident, so the
background constantly intrudes on the foreground material. However, despite […]
the verite` style camera work, [Korine] is not making a neo-realist dramadocumentary about the plight of the urban poor in the mid-west. The title itself
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suggests the writer director is not entirely earnest: Gummo was the little known
Marx brother.51
Herein lies the essence of Harmony Korine. Korine is a dark comedian
portraying a dramatic filmmaker. That is not to say that Korine and his films are
jokes, far from it, but given the evidence this essay will present, perhaps his dramas
are inspired by jokes. Korine is not interested in meaning, as it is a literary construct
and not true to life. Instead, he presents a bizarre slice of life for his audience to chew
on and then decide whether or not they want to swallow.
Korine was born to a wealthy Jewish family. His father was a tap dancer and
produced documentaries for PBS in the 1970s about an "array of colorful Southern
characters"; he would take Korine to carnivals and circuses and taught him how to
use a Bolex camera. As a child, Korine watched movies with his father, who rented
Buster Keaton films and took him to see Even Dwarfs Started Small, a 1970 West
German comedy-drama film written, produced, and directed by Werner Herzog.52 In
this film, a group of dwarfs confined in an institution on a remote island rebel against
the guards and director (all dwarfs as well) in a display of mayhem. The dwarfs
gleefully break windows and dishes, abandon a running truck to drive itself in circles,
engineer food fights, cock fights, set fire to pots of flowers, kill a large pig, torment
some blind dwarfs, and perform a mock crucifixion of a monkey.53 Korine reminisces,
"I knew there was a poetry in cinema that I had never seen before, that was so
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powerful.”54 Werner Herzog would be a major influence on Korine and later the two
would become close friends, Korine casted Herzog in his films Julien Donkey-Boy
(1999) and Mister Lonely (2007).
Gummo is a prime example of Korine’s dark and satiric humor. Before
Solomon’s voice over, as the Time Warner logo fades away, the audience is greeted
by a child chanting, “Peanut butter, peanut butter, motherfucker.”55
Gummo is an overtly experimental narrative. “I love it. I love it,” quips Korine
in a 1997 interview with Ray Pride. “That to me is the future. The most subversive
thing you can do with this sort of work, the most radical kind of work, is to place it in
the most commercial venue.”56 Korine finds the shock value of his work amusing. It is
easy to assume that Korine gives credence to Andy Warhol’s quote, “Art is what you
can get away with.” Korine is constantly bemused with what he gets away with.
To actually say that Gummo has a plot or a narrative may be a little
misleading. It is more of a collection of characters and vignettes Korine has smashed
together. The two boys, Solomon and Tummler, seem to be the main protagonists,
but they do not have any purpose besides living out their days, sniffing glue, killing
stray cats and selling them to unknown parties. At one point in the film the two boys
come upon a rival cat dispatcher, this meeting opens up the door for conflict, but the
boys seem more interested in hearing about the rival boy’s catatonic grandmother.
More than anything, Gummo seems like visiting a freak show; a freak show filled with
the extreme poor, perverts and the mentally ill, all from the mind of Harmony Korine.
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It is easy to assume, this sort of storytelling was inspired by Korine’s love of the
circus and Vaudeville. Nothing really happens, the viewer is mesmerized by the
parade of oddities on the screen, always guessing at what is real and what is not. The
film blurs the line between an exploitation flick and a wake up call, as well as reality
and the surreal. There is no closure, no beginning and no end. It is like life because it
just exists.
Three months after the film premiered at the 24th Telluride Film Festival to
mixed reviews, Werner Herzog called Korine to give praise to the film overall,
especially the bacon taped to the wall during the bathroom scene. He told The New
York Times, “When I saw a piece of fried bacon fixed to the bathroom wall in Gummo
(figure 4), it knocked me out of my chair. [Korine’s] a very clear voice of a generation
of filmmakers that is taking a new position. It’s not going to dominate world cinema,
but so what?”57
But what does the bacon mean? What is the message of the film in general?
Korine thinks the European response to the film was more positive than that of the
American, “because the European’s are more interested in class – the film focuses on
kids living in poverty.” He then said, “perhaps they just like to see the not-glamorous
side of America. I’m not sure, I’m just making it up,” he said finally. “People should
love your films, or people should hate your films… The best reaction is to make
people feel confused about what’s funny and not funny… to make people feel guilty
about their reaction. I like people to question their reactions.”58 Roger Ebert, in one
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of his reviews reiterated this sentiment, “Korine does not try to write messages or
meanings into his scripts, as he finds it belittling to the audience. With his films,
Korine strives to retain a ‘margin of the undefined.’”59 This seems to be in line with
the tenets of Surrealism and Absurdism.
Younger audiences are probably more likely to respond to the film on a visual
level, without trying to decipher the symbolism, or the methods. The only question
that makes Korine look uncomfortable are those which ask him to explain a certain
sequence in the movie. “The whole point is that I make the work, I put it out there
and then you tell me what it means. My intention, or what I think something means, is
totally different from what the viewer imagines it to be.”60 One can freely make many
connections between this attitude and the surrealist use of romanticism.
Many critics called Korine self-indulgent for this attitude.
“How can an artist be expected not to be self-indulgent? That’s the whole
thing that’s wrong with film making today. Ninety nine percent of the films
you see do not qualify as works of art. To me, art is one man’s voice, one
idea, and one point of view, coming from one person. Self-indulgent to me
means it’s one man’s obsession. That’s what great artists bring to the table.
When fucking critics or whatever say, ‘he’s self-indulgent,’ I don’t know what
that means. The reason I stopped watching films is because so many people
lack any kind of self-indulgence. But I don’t believe in being boring.
[Entertainment] to me is what it is all about. We can talk aesthetics and
influence, but in the end when I go to see anything, all I want is to be
entertained in a different way. It could be informative or shocking but I want
to be entertained. I don’t want to be bored by the bland and generic. Film is
like a dead art because people are not taking chances.”61

After the cult success of both Kids and Gummo, Korine made three
appearances on the Late Show, with David Letterman. All three appearances are very

Roger Ebert. “Julien Donkey-Boy”. November 5, 1999.
Chiose, Simona. “Toronto International Film Festival”.
61 Ray Pride. “Disharmony: An Interview with Harmony Korine.”
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odd as Korine seems overly fidgety and most probably on drugs. Letterman is rather
condescending, turning to the audience making remarks such as “This guy is the
reason they invented childproof caps!62
In the Letterman interview Korine eludes to his first novel, A Crack up at the
Race Riots. However, it is not exactly how Korine describes during the Letterman
interview. The closest it comes to following that outline is a black and white photo of
an eleven-year-old MC Hammer on page three. The book is not a novel, but more a
slice of Korine’s creative process. It is a collection of ideas, jokes and mini scripted
dialogs; some sections are redacted, others are hand written.
A bunch of teenage black girls are beating up an overweight white girl. Her
shirt is torn and one of her breasts is scraping on the pavement. They are in a
crowded parking lot. A few people are standing on their cars watching. All the
black girls are wearing Elton John T-shirts.63

The majority of the book reads much like the Letterman interview, quips from
a drug-addled intellectual with ADHD, influences of surrealist literature are also
apparent. As mentioned earlier, Korine wants to make you laugh, but then question
why you are laughing. He plays heavily with the incongruity theory of humor. The
incongruity theory may best explain the root cause of all humor. Blaise Pascsal, a
French Philosopher, first proposed the theory of incongruity in the 1600’s and said:
‘Nothing produces laughter more than the disproportion between that which one
expects, and that which one sees.’64 Is it wrong to think the Elton John scene funny? Is

Harmony Korine, interviewed by David Letterman, (The Late Show with David
Letterman, August 10, 1995). See Appendix A for full interview
63 Korine, Harmony. A Crack Up at the Race Riots. (Chicago: Drag City, 1998), 22.
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it racist? In the book it is under the titled heading, ”Ten Ethnic Adolescent Atrocities.”
But not all of Korine’s humor is class or ethnically based. The proceeding entry is:
A pretty Blond nun with golden hair has her skirt pulled up and is squatting
down urinating on a haystack. Behind her is a spotted horse with a saddle.
The Horse is watching the nun.65

Korine does much to exercise the use of dark humor. Dark humor relies on the
effect of morbidity, absurdity and anarchy. Often overlapping with parody and satire,
Korine’s brand of humor confronts topics such as death, chaos, violence, disasters
and personal crises. A Crack Up at the Race Riots has no beginning, middle or end, or
plot. The only constant throughout the book is Korine’s special brand of comedy.
The synopsis for Korine’s third motion picture, Mister Lonely could have easily
found itself in the annals of A Crack Up at the Race Riots. A young man living in Paris
scratches out a living as a Michael Jackson impersonator, dancing on the streets,
public parks, tourist spots and trade shows. During a show in an old people's home,
he meets Marilyn Monroe. Enchanted by her beauty, he follows her to a commune in
the Scottish Highlands, joining her sadist husband Charlie Chaplin, and her daughter
Shirley Temple. Here, the Pope, Madonna, James Dean, the Three Stooges, a foulmouthed Abraham Lincoln and other impersonators herd sheep and build a stage in
the hope that the world will visit and watch them perform. There is also a sub-plot
concerning skydiving nuns in an undisclosed third-world country.66
The most important aspect of Mister Lonely seems to be humorous concept
rather than the actual script. Once again, any obvious meaning behind the movie
seems to be ambiguous. It is a collection of humorous juxtapositions that begin to
65
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Harmony Korine. A Crack Up at the Race Riots. 23.
Mister Lonely. Directed by Harmony Korine. (IFC Films, 2007).
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take on a surrealist attitude; more bacon taped to the bathroom wall. When asked
about the inspiration for the film Korine responded:
“I hadn’t made a movie in a long time. I spent time in the jungle in South
America. I had heard about this bar in the jungle where people would drink
beer with this sloth. So I went there this one night and started hanging out
with these Indians and people there. I just started imagining, dreaming of
nuns jumping out of airplanes on bicycles, like doing tricks in the clouds. I
also had this idea of impersonators. I started thinking of what it would be like
to have them all living together in this communal setting. I spent some time in
a commune as a child. It started out as two separate ideas… and even though
these ideas didn’t connect in any narrative way, I thought they spoke the
same ideas. There was a poetic punctuation or something, like the two stories
danced with each other.”27

In 2012 Korine wrote and directed, The Forth Dimension, produced by Vice
Magazine’s Eddie Morretti. Moertti asked Korine as well as two other avant-garde
filmmakers, Aleksey Fedrochenko (Russia), and Jan Kwiecinski (Poland), to each
write and direct a thirty-minute segment in their native countries exploring the idea
of the fourth dimension. The instructions for the project are flashed on the screen at
the beginning of the filmDear Director from another landHere are your instructionsYou must forget everything you knowThis needs to have more real life than anything else you have ever madeIt needs to blur the line between what is real and what is fakeWe must never know the truthetc.-67

For Korine, this afforded him to use what is one of his favorite comedic subjects,
celebrity. Let us think back to the Letterman interview. Korine jokes that he wants to
make a movie about Eddie Guddell, with Tom Cruise playing the role on his knees.
Much of A Crack Up at the Race Riots is based on fake celebrity gossip and imagined
The Forth Dimension. Directed by Harmony Korine, Aleksey Fedorchenko and Jan
Kweiecinski. (Vice Films with Grolsch Film Works. 2012).
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conversations between celebrities. Korine wants to use celebrity as a joke,
juxtaposing between the seriousness of an actors career with the absurdity of his
own scripts. This attitude is exemplified as Korine was banned from the Late Show
with David Letterman after Letterman caught him rummaging through Meryl
Streep’s purse backstage.68 Whether this was is an example of Korine’s special type
humor or just a drug-induced escapade is a matter of conjecture, but there is
probably a correlation.
The film short Korine submitted for The Fourth Dimension was titled The Lotus
Community Workshop. It stared A-list actor Val Kilmer as himself, turned self-help
guru. The film takes place in an after hours roller-skating rink and is punctuated by
flashing colored strobe lights and radio soundboard audio effects. The audience at
the skate rink, when confronted with celebrity, appear to be have a quasi-religious
experience. Kilmer’s dialog seems neither written nor improvised, it so primal, it
borders on both the transcendental, and gobbledygook. Much like the rest of Korine’s
work, the film is more of an experience than a story.
The electric lights and celebrity humor of the Lotus Community Workshop was an
obvious primer for Korine’s major motion picture of 2013, Spring Breakers. Much like
the previous film, he chose to cast celebrities in the major rolls, not for their skills,
but for the baggage they brought with them. Korine cast several Disney princesses in
the leading roles, having Selena Gomez, Venessa Hudgens, Ashley Benson, as well as
his wife, Rachel Korine, play sociopathic, bikini clad maniacs that are willing to put
reality aside in favor of an alcohol and violence fueled, St. Petersburg Spring Break.
James Franco. Interviewed by David Letterman, (The Late Show with David
Letterman, March 25, 2013).
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Eventually they meet a white rapper named Alien, played by James Franco. For the
women Alien become something of a sleazy Prince Charming.69
Spring Breakers bores into a contested, deeply American topic – the pursuit of
happiness taken to nihilistic extremes; but Korine turns his exploration into such a
gonzo, outrageously funny party that it takes a while to appreciate that this is more
of a horror film than a comedy. Movie reviewer, Manhola Dargis, describes the
characters in Spring Breakers as exotic, worrisome, frightening representatives of the
decline of the West in hot-pink bikinis. However, the reviewer is also quick to point
out Korine’s unmistakable ambiguity;
“Just kids or children of the damned? Take your pick. Mr. Korine, a pastichuer and
cultural vulgarian (part Dada, part European art cinema, part MTV’s ‘Jackass’),
isn’t interested in making up your mind for you. Instead he tosses out his ideas
like puzzle pieces and lets you see were they fit. […][Konine] embraces the role of
court jester, the fool whose transgressive laughter carries corrosive truth.”70

This film is not as overtly comedic as many of Korine’s other pictures have been
(save perhaps Julien Donkey-Boy). Aside from a scene in which James Franco’s
character invites the ladies to “Look at all my Shit!,” pointing out that he has every
color shorts, dark tanning oil, and nunchucks. The humor is ambiguously satiric.
Much of the satire was lost on younger generations, whose MTV influence and
ingrained materialism blinded them to the humor, instead they saw the film as an

Spring Breakers. Directed by Harmony Korine. (A24. 2013).
Manohla Dargis. “Welcome to the Party Dude;”. (The International Herald Tribune.
March 19, 2013).
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opaque attempt at pandering.71 Perhaps Korine anticipated this effect? If that is the
case, the movie takes on an Andy Kaufman-esque humor, in addition to its satire.
In conclusion I believe Harmony Korine shares many of the same values as I
do in my art. Our influences have come from different cultural places but I feel that
my motives and reasons for making the art I do closely resemble his. His use of free
association, automatism and humor would qualify him as a Comic Surrealist.

Description of the Artworks
Self Portraits
(figure 5)
I chose to include three self-portraits near the entrance to the exhibition. The
intent was to show that my interest in humor and my aesthetic have been a constant
throughout my life. In addition, by presenting a personal history, I hope to create an
artistic persona and identity in the mind of the viewer.
I believe the photo on the left, which was taken by my father, Ken Burnette,
who was a professional photographer, shows an interest in theatrics and the absurd.
The second photo, which depicts me and my creation, Mr. Zucchini, speaks to early
versions of my aesthetic, most probably directly attributed to Jim Henson. The third
is a more current photo of me holding a new-born piglet, which is meant to bookend
the three portraits bringing the series up to adulthood. I feel the piglet and the
excitement on my face speak to an interest in the cute and the absurd. The photo is
also meant to reference an art magazine advisement by Artist Jeff Koons (figure 6) in
Calum Marsh. “Teens Think ‘Spring Breakers’ is Worst Movie Ever.” (MTV News.
March 25, 2013).
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which he appears with two pigs. Koon’s writes, “I wanted to debase myself and call
myself a pig before the viewer had a chance to, so they could only think more of
me.”72 As I feel some of my work and personality have similar qualities to Koons,
perhaps I was thinking the same as he in the use of this satirical appropriation.

Little Exhibitionist
(figure 7)
I came upon this Southern Flying Squirrel model while I was researching a
separate project. Its posturing immediately reminded me of the colloquial image of a
flasher in a trench coat. After ordering the figurine and then sculpted and applied the
seemingly missing part of the mammalistic anatomy, perhaps slightly more endowed
than nature would have provided.
The figure is a visual pun. An exhibitionist, in the popular sense, is an
individual that receives pleasure from performing sexual acts with audience. The
true definition is a person who behaves in an extravagant way in order to gain
attention. I feel most of my art practice is based on exhibitionism. I don’t receive
sexual gratification from it, but I do receive a steady supply of attention, which in
turn inflates my self-worth.
I also chose to include this work because it helps to reinforce a personal
artistic vocabulary. The use of the squirrel relates to my works Gathering at the
Center of the Universe (figures 9,10), and Viscous Circle, (figure 8) while the penis

Jeff Koons. The Jeff Koons Handbook. (New York. Rizzoli International Publications,
1992). 90.
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relates to the performance and video, Komodia. I would also like to point out that
both the squirrel and the phallus in Komodia are circumcised. I was raised Jewish.

Gathering at the Center of the Universe
(Figures 9 and 10)
This is the third and largest iteration of this art installation. I do not actually
remember where the inspiration came from, but at the time of its first showing, I
remember it felt like a great leap forward in my practice. This was due to many
factors including scale, use of multiples, and whimsical nature. When I first presented
it, it was still fresh and I had not had enough time to truly investigate its meaning.
During a critique, an individual expressed her extreme frustration with the
installation because I was unable to give her a narrative or meaning behind the work.
I found her frustration to be utterly ridiculous. I found it absurd that she could not
enjoy the work aesthetically, without a statement of meaning, or in knowing the fact
that I did not know what it meant to me yet. I found both her lack of imagination and
frustration extremely interesting.
As a result of this critique, I created a narrative and title for the installation.
Gathering at the Center of the Universe is an art installation depicting a forest scene of
close to one-hundred terracotta squirrels paying homage to a bowl of cheese balls.
These squirrels do not believe in noncyclical events. Therefore, they have trouble
giving credence to the Big Bang Theory in its present form. They simply do not
believe that something can come from nothing. Instead, they believe in an infinite
universe. One interesting factor of infinite space is that any one point in it can be
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considered to be its center, and for these squirrels that point is this bowl of cheese
balls.
While the narrative does echo some of my frustrations with theoretical
physics, it is absolutely ridiculous. This work, in general, is about Absurdism. The
narrative is tertiary to the human desire to seek it. However, that does not mean that
the scene is completely random. There are historical references and personal
symbolism in its composition. I feel the installation symbolizes my work with Comic
Surrealism in general. The concrete bowl is decorated with multiple casts of my face,
this is to represent the mind, and the different combinations of realities it is capable
of. The cheese balls inside the bowl represent humor. These two elements work
together as a representation of the idea of Comic Surrealism. They have been placed
on a pedestal, and offerings of acorns and walnuts have been placed atop that
pedestal. This represents the art world and market. In the past I had used the image
of the squirrel as a stand in for myself, but I think in this piece, perhaps they
symbolize an idealized public admiration; the idea that if I am successful and do what
I do really well, then people will like and respect me, and I in turn will like and
respect myself.

Concessions
Concessions were given special attention at the exhibition’s opening
reception. T-shirts, hotdogs, and beer were made available for purchase to attendees.
In my mind, these offerings both elevate and degrade the event simultaneously, and I
find that extremely interesting. This also added an additional performative aspect to
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the exhibition, in a duel effort to undermine the seriousness of an art exhibition, and
created a party like atmosphere, I want people to be entertained.
I set the concessions up in two sections, the first section being hotdog and tshirt sales. I hired a very personable undergraduate student to run this section,
providing him with a hotdog trucker’s hat to create more atmosphere (figure 11). I
printed the t-shirts myself (figure 12), all of them being the image from Shitty Kitty,
one of the giclée prints from the exhibition. The hotdogs were served off of the type
of hotdog roller one might see at a convenience store. I feel that the hot dog service is
just as high of an art as the rest of the work in the exhibition, so I made the decision
that both the hotdog-roller and the accompanying mustard and ketchup should be
presented on pedestals. I believe this elevation also speaks to consumer culture as
well as reference the Pop Art movement. Anecdotally, the mustard was displayed on
a slightly taller pedestal than the ketchup, because ketchup really has no place on a
hotdog (figure 13).
As for the beer sales, I hired a local brewery, The Guardian Brewery Company,
to provide service at the reception. Wine is more typically severed at art events, but
beer, in my opinion has more of a populist appeal, and I personally prefer it. In order
for the servers to fit more in line with the aesthetic of the exhibition, I provided them
with Viking helmets to wear for the duration of the reception (figure 14).

A Sign From God with American Cheese
(Figure 15)
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In 1994 a grilled cheese sandwich became a piece of pop culture when its
owner claimed that it bore the image of the Virgin Mary (figure 16). Ten years later it
was bought by a casino for $28,000. This is one of the most famous cases of
pareidolia to date. While the absurdity of the event hardly needs embellishing to
make it a piece of Comic Surrealism, I decided to create a parody anyway. I created a
reliquary for a sandwich, whose markings bare an uncanny resemblance to a young
Burt Reynolds.
As I mentioned earlier, I was raised Jewish, but I see that religion only as a
cultural identity. Organized religion, in my opinion is absolutely ridiculous. I find it
disheartening that so many people in the world, despite living in the twenty-first
century, base their lives around the second-hand tales of a 2000-year-old magic
hippie in the sky. By using a completely random pop culture icon such as Burt
Reynolds, I mean to draw attention to the absurdity of belief.

Bathroom Window
(Figure 17)
I arrived at the conception for Bathroom Window in 2010, as I was
daydreaming, and sitting much like the figure in the artwork. I tried to imagine an
appropriate stained glass project for the window above my commode, and I was
struck with an image much like the one I created for this exhibition. There was a
great deal of consideration that went into the design of this window. I chose to use a
loose interpretation of an Italian Renaissance style. I used a piece I discovered at the
National Art Gallery, in Washington DC as a primer for my design. I appropriated the
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rhythm of the border, as well as the clamshell vault, from a window titled The Virgin
Annunciate, by Florentine glassworker, Giovani di Domenico (figure 18). The final
design relies heavily on linear perspective, which was prominent in the Italian
Renaissance. In addition, the figure in the window is slightly elongated, to
compensate for the fact that most church windows are displayed well above eye
level, which without consideration would cause the foreshortening of the image.
The “Pax Evan” on the wall was my way of signing the work. It is appropriated
from the Lion of Saint Mark (figure 19). In my youth I visited the Tower of London,
and I distinctly remembered seeing the Lion of Saint Mark in the armory. Instead of
reading the Latin inscription correctly as, Pax Tibi Ce Evan Sta Meus (May peace be
with you, Mark my Evangelist), I read and remembered it laterally, Pax Evan Tibi Cele
Mar Sta Ce Meus. There are also other interesting aspects to the appropriation. St.
Mark is the Patron Saint of Venice; Venice is arguably the center of the glass-world.
Evan is also the Welsh equivalent of the name John, John being another name for a
toilet. So in one respect, “Pax Evan,” may be read as meaning “Peace Toilet,” which is
slightly ironic considering the work is often considered offensive by reactionaries.
Aside from ‘Peace Toilet’ there are several other puns in the composition. The
toilet is often also referred to as a thrown. Is this an image of a god atop his thrown?
He holds up two fingers, is this a symbol of peace, or is he making a number two? I
also narcissistically used myself in a wig as a model for the Jesus figure. I wanted this
to speak to the idea of the artist as creator.
I find this work humorous because of the knee-jerk reactions religious zealots
have to it. I personally find this work to be more benign than Andres Serrano’s Piss
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Christ (figure 20), or Chris Ofili’s The Holy Virgin Mary (figure 21) both of which are
well known in contemporary art history for their apparent offensive nature. I believe
I am working towards the same point as Serrano and Ofili, but I feel that the addition
of humor gives my work a more ‘theater of life’ or Andy Kaufman-esque quality. I
created this work with the knowledge it would offend certain individuals, much as I
suspect Serrano and Ofili did. But humor allows me to execute these ends with a
much less serious, but still mocking attitude. The composition is logical. If Jesus was a
person, I can bet he probably pooped. If God is omnipotent is everything he does
holy, did he in fact take holy craps? Is it grotesque to picture him in this extremely
human pose? Or am I actually showing him more modestly by giving him a commode
rather than a hole in the ground in which to do his business? Which is more
grotesque, the image of a god expressing his bowels, or an image of him being
brutally tortured and murdered on the cross? Anecdotally, this sort of imagery is not
even foreign to church doctrine. In my research I have found that in certain parts of
Europe there is a figure called a Caganer (translates as “the crapper”), which is an
official part of nativity scenes (figure 22). Religion is full of contradiction and
hypocrisy, and I find the expression of that entertaining.

Gaudium
(figure 23)
As mentioned earlier, upon arrival to graduate school, I was informed that I
might be asked to teach a sculpture class in the future. For the previous fifteen years
my focus had been solely with glass, I needed to expand my practice if I was going to
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feel competent teaching sculpture. While researching bronze casting, I combined a
cast of my nose with a slice of pepperoni pizza. This was a moment of profound
clarity. Throughout my life I had created this sort of humorous surrealist imagery,
mainly for my own amusement, but until that moment, I had never considered it as a
source of fine art. The resulting sculpture, Gaudium (Latin, roughly translating to joy
and happiness), was a break through for me. Gaudium, I feel embodies the feeling I
get when working with Comic Surrealism, it is playful, whimsical, and absurd. After
pouring the bronze, I had the casting plated in twenty-four-karat gold, this
symbolizes my desire to elevate humor and play to a higher plane of appreciation.

Inflection, numbers one through six
(figures 24 – 29)
This series consists of six self-portraits augmented with found objects. The
busts were created by combining both life-casting and hand-building techniques. To
achieve the final outcome, I designed and built a machine called a rotocaster. A
rotocaster mechanically spins a mold on both its horizontal and vertical axis’s
simultaneously, allowing a resin to evenly coat the inside of the mold before
hardening. As a result, each bust is lightweight and absolutely identical. I painted
each bust differently so each would take on the illusion of different emotions or
moods in the mind of the viewer, despite the facial expressions remaining identical.
Study’s have shown that color may affect mood.
I believe the addition of the found objects is an exercise in play, as well as an
investigation into absurdism. While making the busts, I began amusing myself by
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placing these items on the busts jokingly in my studio. I was simply at play, but
something began to feel right about the practice, and I decided that the work was
visually stronger because of it. One could look at this as a type of graffiti. Maybe it
was akin to the desire by some individuals to draw mustaches or phalluses on
photographs. Perhaps I was unwilling to portray myself as an object alone, are these
additional objects representative of my personality? Is the squeaky dog-toy
cheeseburger on my mind as well as my head?
Just as I was interested in how the application of different colors would affect
the viewer, I believe the addition of the found objects speaks to the human mind’s
desire to create narrative and meaning. I do not believe any one of these objects to
have any specific inherent meaning; they are simply the byproduct of Surrealist play.
As like Gathering at the Center of the Universe, some viewers may find that extremely
frustrating, but that frustration is what absurdism is about.

Trophy
(figure 30)
When it was created this sculpture I thought it to be nothing more than an
absurd object. The hotdog seemed random, and the brass plate reading “I Love You,”
was a simple abstraction as to what I thought the purpose of a trophy to be. However,
upon further investigation I found this sculpture has a much deeper personal
meaning to me. Throughout my adult life I have been constantly single. I believe this
work to be a subconscious expression of my loneliness, and longing for partnership.
The hotdog itself is phallic, and the bun is vuvlic, their union is an expression of sex.
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While I may have created the placard as an abstraction of admiration, it seems all too
appropriate given my new evaluation. A trophy is something to reach for, an
achievement. In my case, the unconditional love of a partner is the ultimate award in
life.

I am Not a Football
(figures 31,32)
I am Not a Football is a cast bronze sculpture of President Richard Nixon
crossed with an American football. This sculpture was the result of a surrealist word
game. Its inception came after combination of the famous Nixon quotes, “I am not a
crook,” and “You don’t have Nixon to kick around anymore,” and an anecdote from
Hunter S. Thompson’s Fear and Loathing on the Campaign Trail ’72, in which Nixon
agreed to grant Thompson an interview, on the strict agreed upon condition that
they would only talk about football.
I see this work as a piece about self-deception in the face of overwhelming
evidence. The man is this sculpture is obviously a football, he just cannot see it. In the
early days of Donald Trump’s campaign I saw uncanny similarities between both his
demagoguery tactics and Nixon’s use of “The Silent Majority.” As his presidency
progresses, I see the persona of Nixon is becoming ever more relevant daily.

Fish
(figures 33,34)
Video available for view at https://vimeo.com/208606519
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This piece was video documentation from an intervention performed on the
Ball State campus, April 5, 2016. I left a Tilapia on the pathway by the library and
filmed peoples reactions, or lack of reaction to it, from a third story window on the of
the building across the street. The confrontation of something incongruous as a fish
on a sidewalk in central Indiana proved to be a powerful cognitive disengagement.
News of the fish spread quickly through social media.
In my exhibition, I set the video up as if the viewer were voyeuristically
watching closed circuit TV. Due to the distance of the camera, the outline of the fish
seemed slightly too ambiguous, so I included a photo of the Tilapia to the right of the
TV monitor (figure 34). It is interesting to watch individual’s reactions to something
so innocuous as a fish out of water. One individual, when confronted with the scene,
looks to the sky, apparently to check if anymore aquatic wildlife might be on their
way down. I feel this piece was part inspired by social science and part inspired by
pop culture hidden camera comedy programs such as MTV’s Jackass.

Shitty Kitty
(figure 35)
I have been working with the Shitty Kitty design since 2011. It began life as a
sticker, as well as a graffiti stencil in Portland, Oregon. After creating the sculpture
Gaudium, and coining Comic Surrealism, the Shitty Kitty has taken on new
importance for me. I see the design as an icon for my artistic practice; it is the
combination of bathroom humor (the toilet), and populism, represented by the cat. I
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see the attraction to my work as not too different from the cultural phenomena of
internet cat videos.

PSA numbers One and Four
(figures 36,37)
PSA is an acronym for public service announcement. My PSA series is usually
interventionist text based art. The two large format photographs I chose to include in
this exhibition were taken of postings I made for the bulletin boards in the Art and
Journalism Building at Ball State University. These postings were usually very short
lived. Most were removed by someone with in a couple hours of their posting. I
always found this curious, as the odds of them even be noticed among the backdrop
of the hundreds of other bills seemed so remote. In the case of the Bulletin Board
PSA’s, I find their documentation to be much more interesting than their initial
posting and interaction with the public. Once the photograph is printed, the layering
of information becomes much more active, in my opinion. The framing of the space
causes the viewer to begin to make random associations between the comical posting
and the unrelated information around it. This is another example of the human
minds’ need to look for patterns, which I find so interesting.

Imagine Adequate Parking
(figure 38)
This print is a parody of Strawberry Fields, a two and a half acre section in
New York City’s Central Park, dedicated to the memory of John Lennon. The Imagine
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Mosaic at its center has become a pop culture icon (figure 39). The mosaic references
Lennon’s song “Imagine,” in which he asks us to imagine a world with out poverty,
war or religion.73 I am simply asking for us to imagine adequate parking spaces, they
don’t even need to be great, just adequate.
One thing that has been clear to me throughout my undergraduate and
graduate career, university parking is a scam and a racket. The closest lot my parking
pass is good for at Ball State is three-quarters of a mile away from the sculpture
studio. The overpriced meters at the building have a forty-minute time limit, ten
minutes shy of the average fifty-minute class. I am of the conviction this is all by
design. The institution has intentionally set up a broken system so it may collect
extra revenue through the fines it then imposes. My passions run high when it comes
to this subject. I see it as a great system of injustice designed to take advantage of and
steal from workers and students.

Hello Ladies!
(figure 40)
This sculpture is about self-deprecation. I personally have never felt overly
confident with women, and I also have little confidence in my looks. However, I do
have confidence in my work. I am a cerebral narcissist, part of me feels if I work hard
enough, if I am funny enough, if I have enough cool stuff, then people will like me, and
I will like myself in turn. The cheeseman is a manifestation of this flawed attitude. He
is kind of goofy and playful, but he is still a cheeseman. He can dress up in fancy hats
73

See appendix B for full lyrics
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and gloves, but he is still just a cheeseman. The use of cheese is meant to reference
cheesey humor, but also the repulsive smell that can come with certain varieties of
cheese, which very few people can stand. The bowler hat is an artistic nod to the
Surrealist painter René Magritte (figure 41).

Portrait
(figure 42)
This artwork has very much the same content as Trophy (figure 30). While
Trophy shows an idealized future goal, Portrait acts as a more present tense
treatment of loneliness; the hot dog is bunless. Portrait was also created with the art
market in mind. Its aesthetics and composition are much more mainstream, and
indicative of the considerations I would make prior to my experience in graduate
school. I felt it was important to include this work in the exhibition because it shows
a diversification of artistic approaches.

Komodia
(figure 43)
video available at https://vimeo.com/211150744
This work came directly from my research into comedic history and theory.
Around 500 BCE the ancient Greeks held a festival much like our present day Mardi
Gras, called Komodia. The streets were filled with costumed revelers paying homage
to the god Dionysus, god of wine, ritual madness, women, religious ecstasy and
theater. The festival was about fertility, and it culminated as revelers followed
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around a huge phallus on a pole or cart, while they drank wine and sang songs.
Komodia actually means song of Komos, a Komos being a reveler to Dionysus.
Eventually these events became more and more scripted, soon choruses were added,
and gradually Komodia became known as Comedy.
After learning the roots of comedy, I was interested in how contemporary
society would react when confronted with its most primal roots. I constructed a fivefoot phallus out of polystyrene and drywall compound, and painted it a peachy flesh
tone. I sculpted it roughly, I could have taken a much more realistic route, but I felt
that the home-made look added to the humor of it. If it were realistic enough to see
every vein, it might be seen as too vulgar, distracting from the overall concept. I
mounted it in a garden wheelbarrow and prepared to push it through downtown
Muncie, Indiana on a snowy winter day.
Dionysus being the god of wine, I felt it was important that my camerawoman
and I stop at a bar first for a few drinks. I had no idea how the public would react. I
thought there was a very high chance I might be arrested. As it was finally time to
start the journey, I left the bar to retrieve the phallus from the bike rack in front of
the bar where I had left it. Immediately a police car stopped in front of me. I tried to
avoid eye contact, in hopes to dodge confrontation. It seemed the project would be
ending before it had a chance to begin. When I finally looked up, I could see the
officer reaching across the passenger seat to get a picture of me with his cell phone,
he then drove away.
We ran this performance two more times, once on a college campus, the other
around interesting landmarks in the city of Muncie. Each time the reaction was the
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same. While I later heard there were a few complaints to the police department,
which were promptly ignored, the public response was amazingly positive. Traffic
stopped in the middle of busy streets for photographs, people chased me down for
multiple blocks to ask questions about what I was doing. I concluded that there must
be something primal ingrained into the human psyche that seeing a huge random
phallus on the street excites. Nearly everyone that saw or interacted with this project
seemed to be having a better day because of it.

Woodshop Dance Party
(figure 44)
video available at https://vimeo.com/202500320
This was a short film I conceived of and finished within about twenty-four
hours. While woodworking, I noticed that the random orbit sanders kind of look as if
they are dancing if you turn them on, and them leave them to their own devices. I
pictured all the sanders getting together and dancing to punk music in the middle of
the night.
The cinematography at the beginning of the video is inspired by the opening
sequence to The Blues Brothers, where John Belushi’s character, Jake is being
released from prison. I have always admired the cinematography of the original Blues
Brothers movie, each shot is so beautifully framed. For the music, I chose The
Ramones “Judy is a Punk,” for its fast beat as well as the phrase “turn me on” in the
song, which related well to the idea of electrical power. I thought it was best to end
the video abruptly for comic timing. Once the joke has been made, there was no point
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in finishing the entire song. There is nothing worse in comedy writing than a sketch
going longer than it should.
I had not originally planned to include Woodshop Dance Party in this
exhibition, but after setting up the show, I realized that the audio from the four
minute forty-five second loop of Komodia was way too repetitive, and actually
became rather obnoxious to anyone who remained in the gallery for more than
fifteen minutes. For the sake of the gallery attendant’s sanity, I added this second
video to create a little variety.

Conclusion
I believe this exhibition was executed quite successfully. I was told on several
occasions people had gone back to see it a second time, which is a very good sign. A
worker at the David Owsley Museum of Art also told me, it had been her most
favorite exhibition she had seen in Muncie. The visiting artists, that had been brought
in to critique the exhibition, had nothing but positive things to say.
I was very lucky to have such a large space available to me. However, I feel I
could have gone even bigger. There were several installations, including a petting
zoo, which I had to edit out of the exhibition because of space limitations. I also
would have liked to come up with a solution for the hole that was created by the lack
of food and beer service after the reception had ended. The exhibition ran for two
weeks after the hotdogs and beer had been removed. While there was evidence that
that the refreshments had once been there, I would have liked viewers which visited
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the exhibition after the reception to have received the same performative experience
as those that were able to attend the reception.
As I examined the show as a whole, I noticed that my description of the
festival of Komodia also seemed to apply well to the exhibition. It was a celebration
of wine, sex, and theater, in many ways it could have been seen as an art exhibition
celebrating Dionysus. I originally thought Gathering at the Center of the Universe
would be the keystone work that tired the show together, but Komodia now seems to
better describe the interconnectivity of all the different media in the show.
In Disengagement Party: Comic Surrealism I was able to continue a long
tradition of absurdist humor and nonsense. Through the creation of these works I
was able to better understand and express who I am as an individual. I believe
Surrealism may be one of the last bastions of pure creativity in our postmodern
society. It’s methods point toward the uniqueness of the individual, and echoes the
times they exist in.
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Exhibition Statement
Upon arrival to graduate school, I was informed that I might be asked to teach
a sculpture class in the future. For the previous fifteen years my focus had been
solely with glass, I needed to expand my practice if I was going to feel competent
teaching sculpture. While researching bronze casting, I combined a cast of my nose
with a slice of pepperoni pizza. This was a moment of profound clarity. Throughout
my life I had created this sort of humorous surrealist imagery, mainly for my own
amusement, but until that moment, I had never considered it as a source of fine art.
The resulting sculpture, Gaudium (Latin, roughly translating to joy and happiness),
was a break through for me.
Comic Surrealism is my true artistic voice. Through its practice, I believe I
have found an authenticity specific to my individuality and my relationship with the
world. In Disengagement Party: Comic Surrealism, I am beginning to explore the
possibilities of a rejecting of seriousness, and embracing cynicism, absurdism, and
play.
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Appendix A
Letterman: Tell me about the cast in the film. It's an interesting collection
of thespians you have selected.
Korine: Yes. Well, my big influence is once I saw - when I was in high
school I saw this play. I don't really know if I should talk about that kind of
thing.
Letterman: What about it do you find objectionable? What do you think
we ought toKorine: Well, okay. Well, you know James Joyce, Ulysses? I was just kind
of inspired, because I used to know Snoop Dog a long time ago, and it was
a play that he was starring in. He was starring in the theatrical version of
that story. So I was - So that's where I basically got the idea from.
Letterman: Yeah, but now if we can go back to the question (audience
applauds). Just a second. It's a very rich colorful group of cast members
you have, and I am curious as to how you found these people, where you
found them and why you selected them to put them in the film Gummo.
Korine: Okay. The main actor's name is Tumler, and I saw him on an
episode of Sally Jesse Rafael. It was called, "My Child Died From Sniffing
Paint." (Audience laughs).
Letterman: (Turns to the Camera) You think this is easy, don't you?
You're just sitting there in your house eating Cheetos. You think this is
easy, don't you? (Audience cracks up).
Korine: But he reminded me of Buster Keaton, and he was a paint-sniffing
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survivor. (Audience cracks up). Well, I don't know if like the way I'm
telling you this if it makes it sound like you'd want to see my movie.
Letterman: Oh, you are selling tickets tonight, buddy. […] And what story
are you telling with Gummo?
Korine: Okay. Well, it's not really one story, because that's the whole
thing. I don't know care about plots.
Letterman: That's right, in the linear sense. It's more slices of life.
Korine: Well, like I think every movie there needs to be a beginning,
middle and end, but just not in that order (laughter), and like when I watch
movies, the only thing I really remember are characters and specific scenes.
So I wanted to make a film-making system entirely of that, really random.
Letterman: Right. You would like the phone book better if it were not
alphabetized, right?
Korine: Yes, I like the phone book. It's good (laughter).
Letterman: Oh, you do, do ya?
Korine: Yeah. I like Eddie Cantor. I like Al Jolson. I want to do a minstrel
with Tom Cruise, and I want him to play it on his knees.
Letterman: Really? Like Eddie Guddell.
Korine: I want to make a movie about Eddie Guddell. He was a midget
baseball player, but they didn't have - you know it's in the Guinness Book
of World Records, because the strike zone is really small.
Letterman: He walked him on four straight pitches or something. Are you
working on a project right now? Do you have something else in the works?
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Korine: I have a novel coming out called, "A Crackup at the Race Riots."
It's about a race war, and it happens in Florida, and the Jewish people sit in
trees, and the black people - the blacks are run by M.C. Hammer and the
whites are run by Vanilla Ice. It takes place in Florida.
Letterman: Go ahead. Try to adjust your sets. It won't make a damn bit of
difference. Go in there and screw with everything you got. Turn it up. Turn
it down. Get it going like that, get it going like that. We'll still be here when
you're done.
Korine: I wanted to write the great American choose-your-own-adventure
novel.
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Appendix B
John Lennon
Imagine
Lyrics
Imagine there's no heaven
It's easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky
Imagine all the people living for today

Imagine there's no countries
It isn't hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people living life in peace, you

You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I hope some day you'll join us
And the world will be as one

Imagine no possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for greed or hunger
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A brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people sharing all the world, you

You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I hope some day you'll join us
And the world will be as one
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